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Version 2.0 of the .NET Framework will offer powerful enhancements to ADO.NET that will give application and service developers unprecedented control over their data. In A First Look at ADO.NET and System.Xml v. 2.0, Microsoft's lead program manager on XML technologies joins with two leading .NET and XML experts to present a comprehensive preview of tomorrow's ADO.NET and System.Xml classes. 

Drawing on the first .NET Framework 2.0 Technology Preview Release, the authors introduce powerful new techniques for simplifying development, enhancing flexibility, and leveraging .NET's new support for emerging XML standards. They also preview important new synergies between .NET Framework 2.0, XML, and the next version of SQL Server (code-named "Yukon").

This book's detailed coverage includes:

	
    Clear explanations of Microsoft's data-access intentions and directions-so you'll be ready when .NET 2.0 arrives 

    
	
    A brief overview of ObjectSpaces--the exciting new technology for using objects that represent and hold their own data

    
	
    Major improvements in bulk loading, batch execution, and paging Support for truly asynchronous connection and command operations

    
	
    In-process server-side cursors for programmatic data processing within stored procedures

    
	
    XML class improvements that enhance standards support, promote integration, and maximize performance 

    
	
    Beyond SQLXML 3.0: leveraging XQuery and XML Views in distributed query processing

    
	
    Better support for storing XML data and integrating relational and XML data management 

    
	
    "Yukon's" new XML data type: using SQL Server as an XML document store

    


Whether or not you're already developing with ADO.NET, this book brings together all the insights, best practices, and sample code you'll need to get a running start with ADO.NET 2.0 and the System.Xml v. 2.0 classes.
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High-Assurance Design : Architecting Secure and Reliable Enterprise ApplicationsAddison Wesley, 2005
How to Design for Software  Reliability, Security, and Maintainability

Many enterprises unfortunately depend on software that is  insecure, unreliable, and fragile. They compensate by investing heavily in  workarounds and maintenance, and by employing hordes of...
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Special Edition Using Asp.NetQue, 2002
Though ASP has been used for years in Web development, the new version provides users with better and faster operability. Because ASP guru Richard Leinecker has written this book the information will be immediately applicable. Special Edition Using ASP.NET will also serve as a comprehensive reference to both...
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The Complete Book of Locks and Locksmithing (Complete Book of Locks & Locksmithing)McGraw-Hill, 2005

	The knowledge, skill, and expertise of any true professional often can be gauged by the library of literature that he or she keeps and has read. In the often mysterious, secretive, and intriguing world of locks and locksmithing, no true professional, aficionado, or curiosity seeker would be without The Complete Book of Locks and Locksmithing,...
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Innovation in Cultural Systems: Contributions from Evolutionary Anthropology (Vienna Series in Theoretical Biology)MIT Press, 2009
In recent years an interest in applying the principles of evolution to the study of culture emerged in the social sciences. Archaeologists and anthropologists reconsidered the role of innovation in particular, and have moved toward characterizing innovation in cultural systems not only as a product but also as an evolutionary process. This...
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Knowledge in Formation: A Computational Theory of Interpretation (Cognitive Technologies)Springer, 2011

	With knowledge representation we face more or less the same problem as Augustine
	(354–430) when thinking about time: if nobody asks what it is, it seems
	clear enough, but being asked it proves to be very difficult to provide an answer.


	At the beginning of our research we thought that a solution for the problem
	of...
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Security In Wireless LANS And MANS (Artech House Computer Security)Artech House Publishers, 2005
Wireless communications are becoming ubiquitous in homes, offices, and enterprises
with the popular IEEE 802.11 wireless LAN technology and the up-andcoming
IEEE 802.16 wireless MAN technology. The wireless nature of communications
defined in these standards makes it possible for an attacker to snoop on
confidential...
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